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Abstract—Development of a comprehensive channel prop-
agation model for high-fidelity design and deployment of
wireless communication networks necessitates an exhaustive
measurement campaign in a variety of operating environments
and with different configuration settings. As the campaign is
time-consuming and expensive, the effort is typically shared
by multiple organizations, inevitably with their own channel-
sounder architectures and processing methods. Without proper
benchmarking, it cannot be discerned whether observed dif-
ferences in the measurements are actually due to the varying
environments or to discrepancies between the channel sounders
themselves. The simplest approach for benchmarking is to
transport participant channel sounders to a common envi-
ronment, collect data, and compare results. Because this is
rarely feasible, this paper proposes an alternative methodology
– which is both practical and reliable – based on a mathematical
system model to represent the channel sounder. The model
parameters correspond to the hardware features specific to
each system, characterized through precision, in situ calibration
to ensure accurate representation; to ensure fair comparison,
the model is applied to a ground-truth channel response
that is identical for all systems. Five worldwide organizations
participated in the cross-validation of their systems through
the proposed methodology. Channel sounder descriptions, cal-
ibration procedures, and processing methods are provided for
each organization as well as results and comparisons for 20
ground-truth channel responses.

Index terms— antenna, measurement, propagation, cross-
validation, millimeter-wave, mmWave

I. INTRODUCTION

Channel propagation models characterize the physical
medium through which radio-frequency (RF) signals travel
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and so are essential to the design and deployment of wireless
communication systems. When developing a wireless stan-
dard [1], [2], a preliminary step in the process is to adopt
a common channel model so that proposals from participant
vendors can be evaluated fairly. As standards evolve with
technology, so too must channel models. Notably, interest
in directional channels was originally motivated by the
development of smart antennas and Multiple-Input Multiple-
Output (MIMO) antenna systems in the 1990s. Significant
early contributions were made under the COST 259 project
[3] and later by 3GPP [4]. Yet, until the late 2000s most
efforts focused on bands below 6 GHz [5]. Current interest
is strongly linked to recent efforts to develop millimeter-wave
(mmWave) wireless technology for Wi-Fi and 5G wireless
systems [6]. The World Radio Conference (WRC) 2019
has identified 24.25-27.5 GHz, 37-43.5 GHz, 45.5-47 GHz,
47.2-48.2 and 66-71 GHz as frequency bands for cellular
communications in the mm-wave band, though additional
frequency bands might be used on a country-by-country
basis. A more detailed overview of the history of channel
models from 900 MHz to 100 GHz is provided in [7].

Although channel models from legacy standards can some-
times be reapplied, each standard will usually develop its
own model because the multiple scenarios, environments,
and frequency bands covering the full range of use cases
must be captured, requiring data collection for each. For
example, while the sub-6-GHz model (with some minor ex-
tensions) has been used in 3GPP for the development of the
New Radio (NR) Release 15 standard for mmWave bands,
a model based more firmly on measurements actually in the
mmWave band is desirable. To that end, vendors will often
supply measurements from an internal study of use cases
most relevant to their products; academic and government
laboratories that specialize in channel modeling make contri-
butions to standards as well. Because measurements are time-
consuming and expensive to collect, there is considerable
interest in comparing and possibly combining contributed
data in order to yield more comprehensive results. What is
key is that data from various parties is consistent in its format
and processing methods. Most importantly, measurements
must reflect the channel alone, meaning that the properties
of the sounding equipment – e.g. antenna gains and patterns,
RF front ends, cables, etc. – must be de-embedded from the
measurements, a procedure referred to as calibration.

Calibration requires precision instrumentation, especially
at the high frequencies in the mmWave regime. Even with



capabilities for precision calibration, no standard procedures
exist today and so each organization is bound by its own
accord when supplying data, inevitably resulting in non-
uniform traits throughout. This presents a significant impedi-
ment in the attempt to develop reliable, standardized channel
models. Another impediment is the variety of instrument
architectures currently used for channel sounding. Although
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) radios are sometimes em-
ployed for channel measurements, features of legacy radios
– e.g. center frequency, bandwidth, beamwidth – are often
not suitable for the design of novel systems. Furthermore,
channel data from the radio may not be accessible by or
compatible with instrumentation required for calibration.
That is why channel sounders typically have a custom,
proprietary architecture per organization. This is especially
true for mmWave channel sounders for two reasons:

1) the allocated band is very wide (6-100 GHz), lending
to numerous combinations of center frequency and
bandwidth;

2) mmWave systems will employ directional antennas
(because they have high gain) at the transmitter (T)
and receiver (R) to recover from the severe pathloss
inherent to such high frequencies. In turn, to obtain
double-directional channel information – i.e. angle-
of-departure (AoD) from the T and angle-of-arrival
(AoA) to the R of channel multipath components
(MPCs), corresponding to distinct waves propagating
between the two – directional antennas are required.
Yet directional antennas come in a variety of types:
steerable horns, virtual arrays, switched arrays, phased
arrays. . . to name a few.

Aside from instrumentation, the probing signal imple-
mented will affect the measurement outcome, whether it
be swept frequency, multi carrier, spread spectrum, chirp,
etc. Ultimately, the goal of measurement is to extract the
properties of the channel MPCs as primitives for modeling.
Super-resolution algorithms – i.e. algorithms that achieve
spatial-temporal resolution beyond the Fourier limit inherent
to hardware itself, such as CLEAN [8], MUSIC [9], ESPRIT
[10], SAGE [11], RiMAX [12], etc., – are widely used in
channel sounding for extraction from the measurements and
will also affect the results.

How the estimated MPCs will be distorted from the actual
channel MPCs will depend on the following list of system
features:

• bandwidth: the bandwidth of the probing signal – equiv-
alent to its pulse width – will limit the ability to resolve
MPCs in delay;

• signal duration: the duration of the probing signal –
equivalent to the pulse repetition period – will determine
the maximum MPC delay that can be measured;

• dynamic range: the dynamic range of the probing signal
–i.e. the difference (in dB) of the 1 dB compression
point and the noise floor – will limit the ability to detect
weaker MPCs;

• link budget: the link budget (transmit power, antenna
gain, cable loss, thermal noise, etc.) will limit the

ability to detect weaker MPCs from noise and ultimately
determine the maximum T-R distance at which the
system can operate;

• beamwidth: the beamwidth (and pattern) of the antennas
will limit the ability to resolve MPCs in angle;

• field-of-view: the field-of-view (FoV) of the antenna
array – i.e. the range (support) of angles for which,
with appropriate steering, an antenna can receive (or
transmit) MPCs with a gain no less than a certain
threshold below the maximum gain – will limit its
ability to “see” MPCs arriving from all angles;

• polarization: ideally, sounders should be able to trans-
mit and receive in both vertical and horizontal polariza-
tions or will otherwise not detect cross-polarized MPCs;

• scan duration: the time required to steer the antennas to
probe all scan directions – the signal duration multiplied
by the number of scan directions – sets the maximum
mobile speed (and maximum Doppler shift) that can be
sustained;

• sounding duration: the total time the channel is sounded
– the scan duration multiplied by the number of times
the scan is repeated – will limit the ability to resolve
MPCs in Doppler shift;

• MPC extraction: which algorithm is implemented to
extract the MPCs will affect their estimated properties;

• clock drift: the clock drift will limit the ability to syn-
thesize signals from different antennas when applying
super-resolution algorithms;

• calibration: the calibration procedures and the precision
instrumentation required will affect the reliability of the
MPCs estimated.

Hence before combining measurement data or intermedi-
ate results obtained with different channel sounders, it is es-
sential to verify that they are comparable. In particular, when
individual sounders collect data in different environments, it
is important to understand whether the differences in the
results observed are due more to the diversity in the channel
sounders than to the actual environments themselves. While
the simplest approach would be to transport the channel
sounders in question to a common environment, collect data,
and compare the results, this is rarely feasible.

The 5G Millimeter-Wave Channel Model Alliance [13]
– led by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) – has convened a large number of research labs from
around the world to collaborate on standardizing measure-
ment procedures and models for mmWave channels. A sub-
group within the Alliance, including researchers from NIST,
the University of British Columbia (UBC), the University of
Southern California (USC), North Carolina State University
(NCSU), and the Technical University of Ilmenau (TUI), has
taken up the challenge of devising a practical methodology
for benchmarking the quality and resolution of measurements
obtained using different channel sounders. The methodology
is rooted in a mathematical model to represent the systems.
The model parameters are the features listed above, which
serve to uniquely characterize the system. A flowchart for
the proposed methodology appears in Fig. 1 and can be



Fig. 1: Flowchart of proposed methodology to benchmark channel sounders.

decomposed into the following four steps:
1) Characterize the hardware features of the channel

sounder through precision, in situ calibration. This step
is critical for accurate representation by the model;

2) Apply the system model to a ground-truth channel re-
sponse, expressed as a train of MPCs whose properties
are known; this provides a response that is identical
for all benchmarked channel sounders to ensure fair
comparison. The model output is a response equivalent
to what the channel sounder would measure;

3) From the measured response, extract the MPCs and
estimate their properties through an appropriate algo-
rithm;

4) Compare the estimated MPCs to the true MPCs.
The effect of the system model will be to “blur” the MPCs,

making it difficult to resolve MPCs that are closely spaced in
angle, delay, and / or Doppler shift, missing weaker MPCs,
and introducing false detections. Discrepancies between the
measured MPCs across the sounders will be readily apparent,
providing a means to compare their performance against the
true MPCs. This approach can potentially provide insights
into the sources of error that yield incorrect MPC estimates
and possibly suggest strategies for mitigating them.

The remainder of this paper1 is organized as follows:
Section II provides an overview of the channel sounders built
by the five participant members and of the calibration pro-
cedures employed by each to characterize their hardware. In
Section III, the system model as well as how it is applied to
the ground-truth channel response are explained. The results
of the cross-validation of the channel sounders are presented
in Section IV. The last section provides conclusions of the
work.

II. DESCRIPTION OF CHANNEL SOUNDERS

The benchmarking methodology proposed in this paper
was demonstrated at 28 GHz since the five participant organi-
zations all have mmWave channel sounders at approximately
that center frequency. This section provides an overview of
the systems, highlighting the variety of approaches and in-
strument configurations. Details of the calibration procedures
to characterize the sounder features are also provided.

1A conference version of this work presenting a partial set of results for
a limited system model and for the NIST system only is available in [14].

A. National Insitute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

1) System Description: NIST’s channel sounder [15] em-
ploys a pseudorandom (PN) sequence of length 215 with
1-GHz chip rate (1-ns delay resolution) as the probing
signal. The signal is transmitted at 32 dBm Equivalent
Isotropically Radiated Power (EIRP) at a center frequency
of precisely 28.5 GHz. The T antenna is a 2-dBi dipole with
omnidirectional pattern in azimuth (A) and 90º beamwidth
in elevation (E); there is no array at the transmitter, thus
the system cannot estimate AoD. In contrast, the R has
a 16-antenna switched-array system (see Fig. 2(a)): each
element is a 16.6-dBi gain horn with 45º beamwidth in the
vertical and horizontal planes; the collective FoV over the
elements is 360º in azimuth and 90º beamwidth in elevation;
because the elements are out-of-plane, both azimuth and
elevation AoA can be estimated. All T/R antennas are ver-
tically polarized only. Synchronization in untethered mode
is provided through two Rb clocks. The received signal is
digitized directly at 40 GHz and matched filtered with the
PN sequence to generate a channel impulse response (CIR)
per antenna. Matched filtering is performed offline in order
to reduce the scan duration to just 66 µs, enabling sounding
of mobile channels up to 140 km/h.

The measured CIRs are synthesized coherently through the
SAGE algorithm [11], [16] to estimate the path gain, delay,
and AoA of the channel MPCs in the following manner: Each
MPC appears in the CIRs at slightly different delays due to
the different positional offsets of the antenna elements with
respect to the array center. AoA is estimated by comparing
the delays across the antennas: as the wave approaches, its
arrival angle will be closest (farthest) to the boresight angle
of the element that detects the path first (last); based on this
principle, angles in between are interpolated.

2) System Characterization: Calibration is necessary to
de-embed the features of the channel sounder from the
measurements (as much as possible) so that the estimated
MPCs represent the pure response of the channel alone,
not the system. To that end, the system features were
first characterized; then calibration of the T/R sections was
implemented through pre-distortion filtering: a pre-distorted
PN sequence is transmitted in place of the ideal sequence
so that what is received after distortion by the system is
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Fig. 2: NIST channel sounder. (a) Photograph. (b) Calibrated channel impulse response, s(τ). (c) Measured geometry of 16-element receiver antenna array, x(Rj). (d) Measured
R azimuth antenna patterns, gRj,V (θR,A). (e) Thermal noise, w. (f) Clock drift, wτ .

ideal2. Details of the filter design, including characterization
of the transfer functions of the sections through the back-
to-back method, are described in [17]. Fig. 2(b) shows the
system CIR with and without pre-distortion filtering; the
filter removes the spurious peaks and improves the dynamic
range of the system to 45 dB, translating to a maximum
measurable path loss of 160 dB when considering all factors
of the link budget.

The geometry of the R array – i.e. the position and
orientation of the 16 antenna phase centers – was measured
through a near-field scan using a laser interferometer with
50-nm tolerance [18] (see Fig. 2(c)). The SAGE algorithm
relies on known T/R antenna patterns in order to de-embed

2In reality, the ideal signal can be received only if the system is
completely linear, which is never the case for real systems.

them from the measurements; accordingly, the patterns were
characterized in an anechoic environment with the antennas
mounted on the array for enhanced precision; the horizontal
cuts for the R antennas are shown in Fig 2(d). The noise floor
of the system was characterized by sampling the receiver
with the transmitter off; see Fig. 2(e). Finally, the clock
drift was gauged by transmitting a continuous-wave signal
(narrowband to minimize noise) upconverted to 28 GHz, then
downconverted back to IF and digitized while the clocks
were free-running (untethered). The drift in the delay of the
received sinusoid was sampled in time; see Fig. 2(f); at 28.5
GHz, the 0.38-ps standard deviation in clock drift observed
is equivalent to a standard deviation of 3.9° in phase noise.



B. University of British Columbia (UBC)

1) System Description: UBC’s 28-GHz channel sounder
has an operating bandwidth of 1 GHz (1-ns delay resolution)
[19]. The dynamic range is 45 dB and the maximum measur-
able path loss is 165 dB. Using a Vector Network Analyzer
(VNA), the sounder recorded the frequency response of the
channel by transmitting tones across the band of interest
(28.5 – 29.5 GHz) and receiving their relative complex
amplitude, requiring 500 ms to probe the whole band. A
photograph of the system during field measurements and a
block diagram of the system components are shown in Fig. 3.
The Block Up Converter (BUC) was used to up-convert the
1 GHz IF signal from the VNA to 30 GHz. On the receiver
side, the 30 GHz signal was down-converted to 1.25 GHz
using a mixer. A Voltage Signal Generator (VSG), comprised
of a frequency doubler, was used as a local oscillator. To
maintain synchronization between the BUC and the receiver,
the 10 MHz reference signal generated by the VNA was
injected to the fiber link (using bias T) and delivered to the
transmit side. After amplification, the 10 MHz signal was
then injected back to the BUC, along with 24 V DC power,
using bias T.

The T antenna is a dual-polarized 18-dBi horn with 20º
beamwidth in both planes; the R antenna is a dual-polarized
23-dBi horn with 13º beamwidth in both planes. Both anten-
nas are mounted on rotators3 for double-directional scanning
in azimuth with 360º scan range. A double-directional scan
is conducted in the following manner: In a first pass, all
AoD/AoA pairs are scanned using a single tone only (at the
center frequency) to decrease the scan duration. The next step
is to identify the five pairs with the highest signal strength;
the underlying assumption is that most of the received power
will be concentrated in just a few directions. In a second
pass, the positioners return to the five dominant AoD/AoA
pairs identified and the frequency response across the whole
band is recorded for each; from the frequency response, the
CIR is computed through the Inverse Fourier Transform. The
peaks in the CIRs are identified as unique channel MPCs;
accordingly, all peaks will have the same double-directional
angle estimated as the AoD/AoA of the pair. The total scan
duration, comprising first and second passes, requires 20
minutes.

2) System Characterization: Calibration of the channel
sounder was realized through the back-to-back method in
which the antennas were disconnected from the system and
T and R front ends were connected directly at the antenna
connection planes through an attenuator; the frequency re-
sponse, HB2B(f), was then recorded. In a separate step,
the frequency response of the attenuator was character-
ized as HATT (f). A calibrated frequency response was
subsequently obtained by dividing the frequency response
measured with the antennas by HB2B(f)/HATT (f).

The principal plane patterns of the T/R antennas were
furnished by the manufacturer and were interpolated in
between to provide 3D patterns in azimuth and elevation.
The patterns were necessary to de-embed the antenna gains at

3J-Systems® JPTH-13M model with 0.15° tolerance.

the scanned AoD/AoA angles from the calibrated frequency
response.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: UBC channel sounder. (a) Photograph. (b) Block diagram.

C. University of Southern California (USC)

1) System Description: Block diagrams of USC’s phased-
array based 28-GHz channel sounder (jointly developed with
Samsung) [20] are shown in Fig. 4. It has an operating
bandwidth of 400 MHz (2.5 ns delay resolution). The
multi-carrier probing signal with modified Newman phases
(to minimize the Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR)) is
generated from an internal FPGA, yielding a dynamic range
of 77 dB. The sounder can realize an electronic double-
directional scan (19 x 19 T/R beam pairs) within 1.44 ms
due to its fast beam-switching capabilities (< 2 µs). Separate
free-running GPS reference clocks on the T and R were used
for synchronization.

With a maximum EIRP of 57.1 dBm and R beam gain
of 19.5 dBi, the maximum measurable path loss is 160 dB.
The T/R antennas are both 8 × 2 phased arrays capable of
resolving AoD/AoA, respectively. While both azimuth and



elevation can in principle be resolved, currently calibration is
only available for azimuth. The array presents 12º beamwidth
in azimuth and 22º beamwidth in elevation over a beam range
of +/-45º in azimuth in 5º beam steps. The beam switching
pattern, averaging, etc., are all configurable within the FPGA.
The FoV of each array board is just 90°; if this is sufficient
for the measurement at hand, the scan duration is as low as
15 ms. If extension of the FoV to 360° is desired, the board
is rotated to four different orientations (per end), increasing
the scan duration to minutes.

2) System Characterization: Super-resolution estimation
of MPC properties requires knowledge of the antenna pat-
terns. In most sounders, an antenna can be characterized by
disconnecting it from the sounder, connecting it to the T port
of a VNA, and measuring the signal received by a reference
antenna connected to the R port. In this case, both excitation
and reception are at the nominal operation frequency of the
sounder, e.g. 28 GHz. However, for the USC sounder the
phased arrays are integrated with RF electronics – such as
amplifiers, embedded mixers, and local oscillators at 26 GHz
– on a printed circuit board (PCB) in a box, which we call
the RFU. A further difficulty arises from the fact that the
system characteristics might depend on the gain settings of
the amplifiers. Therefore, a new calibration method based on
over-the-air (OTA) techniques is proposed in [21].

The multi-gain calibration we implemented is summarized
here as follows: A horn antenna operating at 28 GHz is
used as a reference while measuring the beam patterns of
the T and R RFUs separately. As the sweeping frequencies
at the horn antenna and RFUs are different (the RFUs only
accept intermediate frequency as an input, which is in the
2-3 GHz range), frequency conversion was necessary. Each
RFU beam pattern was traced out by mechanically rotating
the array in azimuth on a turntable, at different gains. After
compensating for the boresight gain of the beams and the
free-space path loss, the frequency response at each gain
setting was recorded. All the while, a Rb reference of 10
MHz was shared between the horn, the RFUs, and the VNA.

From the calibration data, the Effective Aperture Dis-
tribution Function (EADF) was computed to characterize
the array for the RiMAX algorithm [12]. The output of
the algorithm is a set of estimated MPCs and associated
properties that best reconstruct – in the maximum likelihood
sense – the observed frequency responses at all double-
directional scan angles. The phase drift of the clocks was
characterized with a standard deviation of just 4º over the
1.44-ms scan; this is critical for super-resolution parameter
estimation when the T and R are untethered.

D. North Carolina State University (NCSU)

1) System Description: NCSU’s channel sounder is based
on National Instruments’ (NI) 28-GHz equipment; see Fig.
5(a). It consists of T/R chassis and radio heads as well as
Rb clocks and rotatable antenna gimbals. The probing signal
is a Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequence of length 2048, oversampled
by a factor of 2 followed by a root raised cosine (RRC)
filter before conversion to analog at sample rate fs = 3.072

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: USC channel sounder. (a) Photograph of RFU. (b) Block diagram.

GS/s; delay resolution is 2/fs = 0.65 ns with signal duration
of 2048 x 0.65 ns = 1.33 µs. In tethered mode, a 10 MHz
pulse per second (PPS) signal from a single Rb clock is
shared by the T and R to generate the local oscillator
(LO) signals and to simultaneously trigger transmission
and reception. Untethered mode requires an initial training
between the two Rb clocks for synchronization. Baseband-to-
RF up-conversion and RF-to-baseband down-conversion are
performed in separate stages. The analog-to-digital converter
has 60-dB dynamic range. The T/R antennas are both 17 dBi
horns with 24º beamwidth in azimuth and 26º beamwidth
in elevation. Altogether, path loss up to 185 dB can be
measured.

The T and R antenna gimbals are mounted on identical
azimuth-elevation positioners for double-directional scan-
ning: the azimuth plane is scanned 360° in 20° steps while
the elevation plane is scanned at -20°, 0°, and 20°, resulting
in a total number of (18x3)2 = 2916 AoD/AoA pairs.
Channel MPCs are extracted from the scans in the following
manner: First, all peaks in the scanned CIRs 20 dB above
the noise floor are identified. The peaks arriving at the same
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Fig. 5: (a) NCSU channel sounder. (b) CIR obtained due to non-ideal hardware. (c)
CIR after calibration.

delay across the scans are dismissed as originating from the
same MPC, whose AoD/AoA is given by the scan angles
with the highest peak power; thus the estimated AoD/AoA
are constrained to the double-directional scan angles. This
procedure is repeated for all delays where peaks are detected.

2) System Characterization: The non-ideal hardware in-
troduced spurs into the CIRs, as illustrated in Fig. 5(b).
Consequently, the hardware response had to be characterized
and calibrated. The details of the back-to-back method to
do so are provided in [22], [23]. In brief, a cable with
a 40-dB attenuator (to protect the receiver from saturation
damage) was connected between the T and R radio heads.
The measured response was then deconvolved from the ideal
response. After calibration, no spurs were observed in Fig.
5(c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6: TUI channel sounder. (a) Photograph. (b) Block diagram. (c) Calibration of
impulse response.

The T/R antennas patterns used to adjust the power of the
extracted MPCs to the free-space baseline were furnished by
the manufacturer specifications.

E. Technical University of Ilmenau (TUI)

1) System Description: Technical University of Ilmenau’s
channel sounder is composed from a number of subsystems,
ranging from microwave up to the lower Terahertz bands.
The subsystems allow for simultaneous measurement of three
different frequency bands – 3-10 GHz, 30-37 GHz, and 57-
64 GHz bands – at the same location with an instantaneous
10-dB bandwidth of 6.75 GHz (0.14-ns delay resolution).
The probing signal is a maximal length PN sequence of 212
bits, translating to an alias-free delay range of 600 ns. An
optical system was employed for distributing a 7-GHz clock,



TABLE I: MAIN FEATURES OF FIVE PARTICIPANT CHANNEL SOUNDERS

Center Band– Probing Dynamic T Antenna Antenna Pol. Max meas. Directional Scan FoV
freq. width signal range power gain beamwidth path loss Scan duration

(GHz) (GHz) (dB) (dBm) (dBi) (deg.) (dB) (deg.)

360 (T,A) 360 (T,A)
215 M–ary 2 (T ) 90 (T,E) (R,A/E) 90 (T,E)

NIST 28.5 1 sequence 45 30 16.6 (R) 45 (R,A) V (T,R) 160 electronic 66 µs 360 (R,A)
45 (R,E) 90 (R,E)

VNA– 20 (T,A) 360 (T,A)
based 18 (T) 20 (T,E) V (T,R) (T/R,A) 95 (T,E)

UBC 28 1 frequency 45 46 23 (R) 13 (R,A) H (T,R) 165 mechanical 20 min 360 (R,A)
sweep 13 (R,E) 88 (R,E)

FPGA– 12 (T,A) (T/R,A) 360 (T,A)
based 19.5 (T) 22 (T,E) electronic/ 22 (T,E)

USC 27.9 0.4 frequency 77 37.6 19.5 (R) 12 (R,A) V (T,R) 160 mechanical minutes 360 (R,A)
sweep 22 (R,E) 22 (R,E)

211 24 (T,A) 360 (T,A)
Zadoff– 17 (T) 26 (T,E) (T/R,A/E) 66 (T,E)

NCSU 28 1.5 Chu 60 10 17 (R) 24 (R,A) V (T,R) 185 mechanical 30 min 360 (R,A)
sequence 26 (R,E) 66 (R,E)

15 (T,A) 15 (T,A)
212 M–ary 21 (T) 15 (T,E) (R,A/E) 15 (T,E)

TUI 30 7 sequence 60 30 21 (R) 15 (R,A) V (T,R) 220 mechanical hours 360 (R,A)
15 (R,E) 165 (R,E)

providing synchronization to the baseband units and the RF
converter of the T and R stations up to several hundreds of
meters. Fig. 6(a) displays a photograph of the fully integrated
system [24].

A schematic of the 30-GHz subsystem is illustrated in
Fig. 6(b). The structure of the channel sounder is based on a
superheterodyne principle, featuring automatic gain control
(AGC) at the R to extend dynamic range beyond 60 dB. The
maximum T output power is 30 dBm and the T/R antennas
have 21-dBi gain (15° half-power beamwidth), translating
to a measurable path loss of 220 dB. The R antenna is
mounted on azimuth-elevation positioners for AoA scanning
at 0.1º steps: -180º to +180º in azimuth and -75º to +75° in
elevation. The system features dual polarization in parallel
at the R and switched dual polarization at the T side. The
full system has one T station and two R stations such that
two locations can be measured in parallel. The scan duration
is several hours, hence only static environments can be
sounded.

The MPCs are extracted by identifying peaks in the
scanned CIRs. A real MPC will not only generate a peak in
a single scan angle, but also in adjacent scan angles at the
same delay: the closer the scan angle to the direction of the
MPC, the stronger the peak power. This relationship is used
to map out the power detected across multiple scan angles
at the same delay and to interpolate in between, providing
an angular resolution of 1°.

2) System Characterization: The probing signal was cal-
ibrated in two phases: Phase 1 consisted of a back-to-back
measurement using 160-dB coaxial attenuators, characterized
through precision VNA measurements. Calibration was sub-
sequently implemented through deconvolution of the back-

to-back reference from the matched-filter response. Phase
2 consisted of in situ measurements for time alignment
(based on the known T-R distance) and for power calibration
(based on the known path loss from Friis transmission
equation, which is a function of that distance). Fig. 6(c)
displays the calibrated CIR in line-of-sight (LOS) conditions;
spurious peaks, noticeable before calibration, vanish after
deconvolution is applied.

In addition to calibration of the CIR, the T and R antenna
patterns were characterized in an anechoic chamber. Finally,
the coherent, low-jitter clock was gauged to have single-side
band phase noise of -100 dBc/Hz at 1 kHz from the carrier.

The salient features of the five participant channel
sounders are summarized in Table I.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

The features characterized in the previous section were used
as parameters of the system model to represent the channel
sounders. This section describes the model and how it was
applied to the ground-truth channel response.

A. Ground-Truth Channel Response

Numerous industrial consortia [2], [13], [25]–[27] have
subscribed to map-based channel models [28] for mmWave
systems, such as the Quasi-Deterministic (QD) model [38].
This is because at such high frequencies diffraction can be
neglected [30], [31], leaving direct transmission and specular
reflection, whose geometrical properties can be computed
efficiently through raytracing given a map of the environment
– hence the model name. In our study, the ground-truth
channel response was generated from the QD model of a



19 m × 10 m × 3 m lecture room in LOS conditions,
assuming omni-directional FoV in azimuth and elevation at
both the T and R. The response was expressed as a train of
polarization-dependent raytraced MPCs – with zero noise,
unlimited spatial-temporal resolution, and 100-dB dynamic
range – under the narrowband assumption (for which the
frequency response of each MPC is flat across the band).
The path gain for the direct path was given from free-space
propagation (characterized through Friis transmission equa-
tion) plus reflection loss for specular paths from the ceiling,
ground, and walls (characterized through measurement [32]).
Reflections above second order were discarded since their
path loss exceeded that of the direct path by more than
40 dB, contributing little to the total channel power while
increasing complexity significantly. In all, there was a total
of 21 specular reflections. Fig. 7(a) shows raytraced MPCs
for a test T-R location.

The QD model also accounts for diffuse reflections due to
surface roughness: a cluster of diffuse MPCs associated with
each specular path was generated stochastically, multiplying
the total number of ground-truth paths from 21 to nearly
400 altogether. The stochastic properties of the clusters, such
as angular spread (∼ 3º) and the relative strength of the
diffuse reflections with respect to the specular reflections (∼
6 dB), were also characterized through measurement. Since
the diffuse paths were packed densely in the delay-angle
space, they were pivotal in benchmarking the resolution of
the systems.

For the nth path in the response, the following properties
were rendered by the model:
• polarization-dependent complex amplitude apqn , where

p denotes either the vertical (V) or horizontal (H)
polarization of the T antenna and q denotes that of the
R antenna;

• delay τn;
• AoD θTn = [θT,An θT,En ] and AoA θRn = [θR,An θR,En ] in

azimuth and elevation.
Fig. 7(b) shows a projection of the paths (direct, specular,
and diffuse) into the delay-angle property space of the MPCs.

It is worth noting that the ground-truth channel model
presented here is for the purpose of illustrating the proposed
methodology and, in general, other channel models can be
employed – with MPCs restricted to within a given FoV,
polarization, dynamic range, etc. – if they are geared towards
a particular application.

B. Description of System Model

Consider a T antenna array centered at xT0 and a R array
centered at xR0 . A generic model for the arrays is shown in
Fig. 8, where xTi and xRj are the respective positions of
the ith transmit and jth receive elements 4. It follows that
the relative delay of the nth path at xTi with respect to xT0

is given by

τTin =
u(θTn ) · (xT0 − xTi)

c
(1)

4For example, see characterization for NIST system in Fig. 2(c).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7: Quasi-Deterministic channel model. (a) Visualization of raytraced paths in the
19 m x 10 m x 13 m lecture room; besides the direct path, there are six 1st -order
reflections and 15 2nd -order reflections. (b) Paths projected into the delay-angle space;
each specular path has an associated cluster of MPCs originated from diffuse scattering;
the cluster from the 1st -order ceiling reflection is highlighted.

and its relative delay at xRi with respect to xR0 is given by

τRjn =
u(θRn ) · (xR0 − xRj )

c
, (2)

where

u(θ) =

cos(θA) · sin(θE)
sin(θA) · sin(θE)

cos(θE)

 (3)

is the unit angle vector. The complex amplitudes of the
antenna patterns5 are defined as gTi,p(θT ) and gRj ,q(θR).
The generic model accounts for displacement of antenna
elements in real arrays [15], [16], [33], [44] (NIST) or
virtual arrays [35], [36]. The model also accounts for antenna
steering through electrical scanning [20], [21], [36] (USC)
or mechanical scanning [19], [22]–[24], [38]–[43] (UBC,
NCSU, TUI).

Now let s(τ) be the calibrated channel impulse response6

5For example, see characterization for NIST system in Fig. 2(d).
6For example, see characterization for NIST system in Fig. 2(b).



Fig. 8: Generic antenna geometry and antenna patterns for the T and R antenna arrays
of the system model.

(NIST, NCSU, TUI) – or the equivalent delay-domain repre-
sentation of the calibrated frequency response (UBC, USC) –
and let fc be the center frequency for the narrowband system.
Then the polarization-dependent received signal at Rj from
Ti is

ypqij (τ,θT ,θR) =

N∑
n=1

s(τ − τn − τTin − τRjn + wτ )

· ej2πfc(−τn−τ
Ti
n −τ

Rj
n +wτ ) · apqn · gTi,p(θ

T − θTn )

· gRj ,q(θR − θRn ) + w.

(4)

For the nth path of the ground-truth channel response, the
probing signal is shifted by a composite delay due to propa-
gation between the array centers (τn) plus the relative delays
from the array centers to the antenna elements (τTin , τ

Rj
n ); the

composite delay imparts a phase shift on the signal as well.
The signal is then modulated by the complex amplitude of
the channel and by the T/R antennas gains and then summed
over all paths. Random variables for thermal noise7, w, and
clock drift8, wτ , modeled as Gaussian processes were added.

C. Application of System Model

As an example, consider application of the NIST system
model to a ground-truth channel impulse response. Fig. 9
shows the signal yV V1j (τ,θT1 ,θ

R
j ) received at three adjacent

antennas (j = 6, 7, 8) of the 16-element R array. The direct
path (n = 1) is detected first (at 13.38 ns) by element 7
since its arrival angle is closest to the boresight angle of
that element and is proportionally detected next by element
6 (at 13.40 ns) and then by element 8 (at 13.53 ns). Given
the directional antennas, the signal strengths for j = 6, 7, 8
are (-29.14, -30.89, -37.74) dBm. The received signals are
processed by the SAGE algorithm to yield the estimated
properties (âV Vn , τ̂n, θ̂

R

n ), visualized in Fig. 11(a).
The other sounders in this study have single antennas

at the T and at the R: the directional patterns of USC’s
phased arrays are steered electronically towards distinct
double-directional scan angles whereas the fixed horns of
the other three systems (UBC, NCSU, TUI) are steered
mechanically. Each double-directional scan (θTk ,θ

R
l ) yields

7For example, see characterization for NIST system in Fig. 2(e).
8For example, see characterization for NIST system in Fig. 2(f).

a distinct received signal ypq11(τ,θTk ,θ
R
l ), which are collec-

tively processed via the algorithms described in Section II
to estimate the properties of the extracted MPCs. Even with
a single antenna, care shall be taken for accurate system
representation: For example, the axis of rotation of NCSU’s
horns is 20 cm, which is significant with respect to the sys-
tem’s 1-ns delay resolution (corresponding to 30 cm). This
means that antennas will effectively have different positions
per scan (like the NIST system) and so the same MPC will
arrive with different delays in the measured responses.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9: Received signal yV V1j (τ, θTi , θ
R
j ) at three adjacent R elements j = 6, 7, 8

generated from a ground-truth channel response applied to the system model for NIST’s
channel sounder.



D. Extensions of System Model

As mentioned early, an important feature of channel
sounders is scan duration, which for some systems is on the
order of minutes or even hours due to mechanical rotation
or translation to capture directional channels, limiting their
application to static environments only. In this study, the
channel was assumed to be static, but could be readily
extended to dynamic channels by making the T and/or R
mobile, resulting in time-varying ground-truth MPCs. The
channel would then be sampled over time – as the sounder
would – by implementing multiple scans in the sounding
duration for the purpose of evaluating how well the system
estimates time-varying channels, in particular Doppler shift
of the MPCs.

As a rule of thumb, the narrowband assumption holds
when the signal bandwidth is less than 10% of the center fre-
quency. This is obviously not valid for TUI’s system. In fact,
TUI demonstrated frequency selectivity across the 7-GHz
band for scatterers such as metal [44]. Frequency selectivity
across a 14-GHz band was also demonstrated in [36]. As
of now, the nature of this selectivity at such large mmWave
bandwidths is not well understood due to lack of extensive
measurements, but in the future can be incorporated as an
additional MPC property [45]. Also, mmWave systems will
employ massive-MIMO phased-array antenna in order to
generate pencilbeams with very high gain [46]; the length
of the aperture may be tens or hundreds of wavelengths,
for which the plane-wave assumption is no longer valid;
accordingly, the MPCs can be modeled as spherical waves,
albeit demanding more advanced approaches than raytracing
to generate the ground-truth channel response.

For systems with free-running clocks that have sounding
durations on the order of minutes or more, the long-term
component of the clock drift (in minutes or hours as opposed
to milliseconds or seconds) must also be taken into account
in wτ in (4); for example, the component is deterministically
linear for Rb. Random variables for uncertainty in position
of the antenna elements and in the complex amplitude of
the antenna patterns can also be factored into (4), however
with precision instrumentation and calibration procedures,
their effect would be dwarfed by other random components
(thermal noise and clock drift) and thus have been omitted
in this study. Finally, since the instruments operate in the
linear regions of their components, non-linear distortions
have been neglected but can indeed be accounted for, albeit
complicating the current linear model significantly.

IV. RESULTS

The results of the cross-validation between the five partic-
ipant channel sounders are presented in this section. For this
effort, ground-truth channel responses were generated for 20
test scenarios: ten with different T-R locations in the lecture
room with fixed T and R antenna heights of 2.5 m and 1.6 m,
respectively; an additional ten scenarios were generated in
the same room, however by doubling the room dimensions.
Then the MPCs estimated by each system were compared
against the ground-truth MPCs through two means: first,

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10: Comparison of large-scale statitics estimated from five channel sounders to
ground-truth statistics. (a) Vertical-Vertical Path loss (b) Vertical-Vertical RMS delay
spread (c) Vertical-Vertical RMS angle spread.

common large-scale channel metrics were calculated across
all paths; then the paths were compared one by one in terms
of their properties.

A. Large-Scale Channel Metrics

The cross-validation could be conducted based only on
the MPC properties common to all five systems, which in
this case were complex amplitude of the vertical-vertical



(a) NIST (b) UBC

(c) USC (d) NCSU

(e) TUI

Fig. 11: MPCs estimated (shown as outlined, shaded circles) by the channel sounders of the five participant organizations. Results are only shown in the MPC property space shared
by all systems (aV Vn , τn, θ

R,A) for the test scenario corresponding to the true MPCs (also shown, as not-outlined, semi-transparent shaded circles) in Fig. 7(b).

polarization (aV Vn ), delay (τn), and azimuth AoA (θR,A).
Fig. 10(a-c) displays the vertical-vertical pathloss (PLV V ),
the vertical-vertical RMS delay spread (σV Vτ ), and the
vertical-vertical RMS angle spread (σV VθR,A) for the ground-
truth MPCs, as well as for the MPCs estimated by the five
systems. The metrics were plotted versus the T-R distance
of the 20 scenarios investigated. The equations for the three
metrics are defined below9:

PLV V = 1/

N∑
n=1

|aV Vn |2 (5)

9Any phase wrapping in (7) was corrected.

σV Vτ =
∑N
n=1 |a

V V
n |2·(τn−τ̄)2∑N

n=1 |aV Vn |2 , τ̄ =
∑N
n=1 |a

V V
n |2·τn∑N

n=1 |aV Vn |2 (6)

σV VθR,A =
∑N
n=1 |a

V V
n |2·(θR,An −θ̄R,A)2∑N
n=1 |aV Vn |2 , θ̄R,A =

∑N
n=1 |a

V V
n |2·θR,An∑N

n=1 |aV Vn |2
(7)

Recall that the scenarios are all in LOS conditions, for
which the direct path was 5.4-13.6 dB stronger than the
secondary paths; consequently, the pathloss was determined
mostly by the direct path, whose high signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) rendered its properties easy to esti-
mate by virtue of its robustness to interference from other
multipath and noise. That is why the estimated pathloss



matched up very well with the ground-truth for most systems.
The estimation error increased notably for the RMS delay
spread. This is because the mean RMS delay, τ̄ , in (6) was
about equal to the delay of the direct path, τ1, given the
dominance of the direct path. As a result, the contribution
of the direct path to σV Vτ was diminished since (τ1−τ̄)2 ≈ 0;
in other words, the errors from the secondary paths, which
are more difficult to estimate, came to surface. The errors
in delay stemmed mostly from the finite bandwidth of the
probing signal and whether super-resolution techniques were
employed to extract the MPCs. Error in RMS angle spread,
rather, was rooted not only in the probing signal and the
extraction technique, but also in the finite beamwidth of
the antennas and in the array geometry. Given the diversity
of the system architectures described in Section II, the
large variation in error observed is expected. For the same
reasoning as for RMS delay spread, RMS angle spread better
reflects error in the secondary paths than pathloss does.

B. One-by-One Comparison of MPCs

Fig. 11(a-e) displays the MPCs estimated by the five
channel sounders for the test scenario corresponding to the
ground-truth MPCs in Fig. 7(b). Besides the lower dimen-
sional space, it is apparent that the number of estimated
MPCs was much less than the number of true MPCs, caused
by hardware limitations. In order to cross-validate the esti-
mated MPCs one by one, a mapping between the estimated
paths and true paths was first necessary. Our method to obtain
the mapping was to solve the assignment problem through
the Hungarian method [47], whose objective was to find the
one-to-one correspondence that minimized the cumulative
absolute error between them. The error was system specific,
meaning that it was confined to the property space of the
individual system. To mitigate false alarms, the mapping was
curtailed by applying thresholds on the error per dimension,
which were set nominally as: 4 dB on path gain (aV Vn , aHHn ,
aV Hn , and/or aHVn ), 3 ns on delay (τn), and 15º on angle
(θT,A, θR,A, θT,E , and/or θR,E).

Once the mapping was obtained, the error in all dimen-
sions reported per organization was compiled in Table II
(the shaded entries indicate that a particular system does
not estimate those properties). The errors were computed by
averaging over all mapped MPCs per test scenario and then
over all 20 test scenarios. Also compiled in the table were
the probabilities of detection / false alarm, i.e. the average
percentage of mapped / unmapped MPCs with respect to the
total number of ground-truth MPCs. Naturally, the statistics
depend on the thresholds set: the more lenient the thresholds,
the higher / lower the probabilities of detection / false alarm,
but the higher the estimation errors as well. In fact, by
varying the thresholds10, we traced out the full ranges of
detection vs. false-alarm probabilities in Fig. 12.

10Due to space limitations, the MPC property errors in Table II for varying
thresholds were not generated as well.

TABLE II: ONE-TO-ONE COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED MPCs VS. GROUND-
TRUTH MPCs

Prob. Prob. Error Error Error Error Error Error
detect. false |aV V |2 τ θT,A θT,E θR,A θR,E

alarm
(%) (%) (dB) (ns) (deg.) (deg.) (deg.) (deg.)

NIST 7.34 1.71 1.47 0.65 1.79 1.81
UBC 4.39 6.11 1.47 1.44 1.81 1.91
USC 7.80 0.84 1.53 1.43 1.67 1.71

NCSU 8.70 1.37 1.65 0.57 5.75 3.42 5.65 3.47
TUI 3.70 3.62 1.47 0.85 2.15 3.5

Because the mapping did not factor in AoD, the results were
biased towards relatively lower AoA errors; this affected
UBC’s system more since the number of estimated MPCs
was less than other systems due to filtering in their process-
ing to only the five strongest double-directional scan angles.
Otherwise, from our observations, misdetections and estima-
tion errors across all systems were most often attributed to:
• Errors in peak detection due to spatial-temporal side-

lobes stemming from limited dynamic range and due to
noise stemming from limited link budget;

• Extraction algorithms that do not properly account for
the same MPC appearing in multiple antennas, so it is
counted multiple times;

• Path splitting [12], in which several closely spaced
ghost MPCs were identified by the super-resolution
algorithm whereas only a single ground truth path
actually existed;

• Superposition of multiple paths beyond the spatial-
temporal resolution of the system can distort the prop-
erties;

• Complex amplitude was not estimated accurately due
to imprecise de-embedding of the antennas and/or poor
calibration of the antenna patterns or RF front ends;

• Angle is not estimated properly due to the inherent
limitations of the array geometry or coarse scanning
resolution.

Fig. 12: Probabilies of detection and of false alarm of the estimated MPCs.

V. CONCLUSIONS
To benchmark the performance of radio-frequency channel

sounders, we presented a methodology based on a mathemat-
ical system model for the sounders whose parameters are



their hardware features measured through in situ calibration
procedures to ensure accurate representation. To ensure fair-
ness between the sounders, the system model was applied
to the same channel response and results were compared
between five worldwide organizations that participated in
the cross-validation with their 28-GHz systems. The results
of the cross-validation revealed stark differences between
the systems for typical large-scale channel metrics: average
estimation error for pathloss over 20 test scenarios ranged
between 0.7% and 20.6%, for RMS delay spread between
11.3% and 86.1%, and for RMS angle spread between 16.6%
and 92.6%. Besides for benchmarking, the methodology
proved useful as an analysis tool to highlight the most
significant sources of error – e.g. omission of channel paths
due to limited spatial-temporal resolution and dynamic range
– and were documented accordingly. Finally, shortcomings
of the system model – e.g. narrowband assumption for
frequency selectivity and planar assumption for wavefronts
– were discussed, as were possible extensions in future work
to enhance its accuracy.
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